
world

________
present

________
galloping

________

whenever

________
prancing

________
sugar

________

pretend

________
decided

________
gripped

________

Say each word. Write it. Use it in a sentence.

Read each sentence.  What does the bold word mean?
1.  “Out on the lawn you will find your birthday present.”

_____________________________   

2. There stood a beautiful bay pony.

_____________________________
3.   He called his pony Blaze because he had a white blaze down his face.

_____________________________
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Fill in the blanks or answer in complete sentences.

1. What does Billy love more than anything in the world?

_____________________________
2. Describe Billy’s new pony.

_____________________________
_____________________________
3. “ Right from the very  ______       Billy and his new ______                                                   

seemed to  _____       and understand ____         ____      . 

4. Why would Blaze come galloping when Billy called him?

_____________________________
_____________________________
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Fill in the circle beside the correct answer.

1. When Billy had a chance to ride a farmer’s horse, he would pretend it was a 

   O   racing horse.
   O   prancing pony.
   O   cowboy’s horse.  

2. Billy thought of a name for his horse after
   O   thinking for a long time.
   O   just one look.
   O   getting ideas from his mom and dad.

3. What did Billy take with him when he went to check on Blaze before going to bed the first 

night?  O   a comb and brush
   O   a flashlight
   O   a carrot and a sugar cube

4. What did Billy like to do after breakfast?
   O   brush and clean Blaze
   O   pet Blaze and feed him carrots and sugar cubes
   O   go for a long ride with Blaze

5. When Billy jumped fences, he learned to 
   O   lean forward.
   O   grip with his knees.
   O   both of these things 
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Art Activity

The author of a book or story is the person who wrote it. Who is the author of Billy and Blaze?

The illustrator is the person who created the pictures. Who is the illustrator of Billy and Blaze? 

Describe the pictures, or illustrations, in this book. Do you like them? Why?

Mr. Anderson uses many details in his illustrations. Quickly glance at the illustration on pages 18 
and 19. The first thing you probably notice is a boy on a horse. Now take another look. Be very 
still and quiet while you look. Look everywhere in the picture. Notice as many details as you 
can. Shhh!

Now make a list of as many other things in the illustration as you can. Write some of them 
below.

____________        ____________  
____________        ____________  
____________        ____________  
____________        ____________  
On another piece of paper, make your own illustration. Pick a subject—On the Farm, At the 
Beach, My Birthday, Christmas Morning, a Bible story, or a poem you are memorizing—anything 
you choose. Add as many details as you can. Fill your space! Work carefully. Remember, you do 
not have to finish right away. Mr. Anderson and other artists work on their illustrations for as 
long as it takes for them to become beautiful.
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